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knkPublishing supports 
the following royalty 
types:
 + Flat fees
 + Guaranteed royalties
 + Prepayments
 + Scale royalties
 + Combinations of different royalty 

types
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knkPublishing Rights, Royalties and Licenses
The latest and most flexible rights and royalty management available!

The module knkPublishing Rights, Royalties and Licenses supports the 

content based management and accounting of rights across all forms of 

exploitation (print and digital) for purchasing and selling. Due to its flexible 

structure, royalties can be managed and invoiced on the level of single 

contents (e.g. when selling chapters or single pages) or depending on the 

rights packages.

As all data are stored centrally, you can see at a glance which rights 

have already been purchased and in which areas further negotiations are 

necessary.

YOUR ADVANTAGES AT A GLANCE:

 + Direct integration of the royalty accounting into the financial accounting 

(without any interfaces)

 + Rights management on content level (selling fractional content)

 + Management of specific royalty conditions for each form of exploitation

 + Automatic accounting of royalties (after defined time frames or related 

to certain milestones, e.g. when signing the contract)

 + Flexible author agreements such as rules based on e.g. sales type, 

discount, edition format, advances, multiple authors

 + Definition of rights packages in order to standardize the royalty 

management

 + Central management of complex royalty contracts 

(incl. agency and several originators)

 + Bundling of several contracts (combining several basic series) 

accessible by any employee involved

 + Definition of contract templates to increase productivity when creating 

a contract

 + Fast contract entry to support management of “single rights” (e.g. an 

image)

 + Automatized clearance of prepayments and guaranteed royalties

 + Management and accounting of licenses

 + Full real-time integration into knkPublishing’s sales modules: no need to 

import sales transactions


